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Higher fees are bound to come

ASBSU decides on deciding later

BY RUSSELL LAYTON

The Associated Students of Boise State University, the student government that represents the interests of Boise State University students, is considering raising fees to help fund the University's increased costs. A resolution was passed at a recent meeting, but the decision to raise fees will be made after further studies are conducted and more information is gathered.

The resolution passed by ASBSU is a step in the right direction. The University is facing significant financial challenges, and it is important that students are involved in the decision-making process. However, it is crucial that the process is transparent and that students have a voice in the decision-making process.

BY PHILIP REEVES

President Robert Kustra to help in the decision-making process.

ASBSU's decision to consider raising fees is a necessary step to address the University's financial challenges. However, it is important that the process is transparent and that students have a voice in the decision-making process. The University should also consider alternative funding mechanisms, such as grants and donations, to help offset the costs.
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The University's decision to consider raising fees is a necessary step to address the University's financial challenges. However, it is important that the process is transparent and that students have a voice in the decision-making process. The University should also consider alternative funding mechanisms, such as grants and donations, to help offset the costs.

Martin Luther King III – "The best is yet to come"

BY BRIAN SEKEN

Martin Luther King III, the son of Martin Luther King Jr., delivered a powerful speech at the Boise State University campus on Martin Luther King Jr. Day. The speech was a call to action, urging students to use their voices to effect change in the world.

The speech was a call to action, urging students to use their voices to effect change in the world. "The best is yet to come," he said, "and it is up to us to make it happen.
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Experts agree on provisional tsunami warning system

GREECE, Japan — Experts confirmed at a U.N. conference in Athens that Greece and Japan recognize the importance of the tsunami warning system to cover the Indian Ocean.

"We are responsible for establishing tsunami warning system in the regions," said a representative of Japan.

A special session to discuss the protocols of an early tsunami warning system to cover the Indian Ocean region was held today.

The protocol is to increase awareness about the tsunami disaster and to provide a response that minimizes damage.

The participants agreed to set up a institutional framework and a national tsunami warning system in the regions using an existing warning center in Athens.

They plan to use existing information systems and radar and satellite data to improve the system.

They also agreed that a permanent tsunami warning system should be set up within two years. The report will be submitted in a special session scheduled for Thursday morning.

At least 26 die in wave of insurgent attacks in Baghdad

WASHINGTON, JAPAN — Insurgents set off at least four bombs in Baghdad on Wednesday, killing at least 27 people and wounding more than 30 in a continuing campaign to disrupt national elections scheduled March 10.

The latest attack killed more than 170,000 people in the past 10 years, according to an existing warning center in Baghdad.

They, plan to use existing telecommunications systems and current seismological data to improve the system.

Bush promotes spread of liberty — for safety’s sake

WASHINGTON — President Bush promised to use every tool of American policy to make the world safer. He added his signature to the American flag and waved as the band played.

Bush declared that the "ultimate goal of ending tyranny is to end all threats of immiscible proliferation from the United States, Russia, and North Korea."

The world, however, says Bush’s promise is not enough to end all threats of immiscible proliferation.

Bush inauguration pro-vokes cheers and jeers

WASHINGTON — In contrast with his predecessors, Bush received a mixed response from the crowd.

Some were overjoyed, while others were disappointed.

The crowd, which included many civil rights leaders and celebrities, was loud and enthusiastic.

National procedures will include a national-wide program to create awareness and empowerment on every corner of the earth and every nation.

What the? Drunk, but still kissing fresh

Police in Des Moines, Iowa, arrested a man who became intoxicated by drinking two bottles of mouthwash. He was charged with Patriotism.

Are you feeling better? I am

I am a person who has serious health problems and is in need of medical treatment. I am in treatment in my home in Takoma Park.

So if I want to look pretty?

An Ohio teacher was pulled over for speeding while driving in a car. She was cited for speeding near an elementary school.

No parking at any time, didn’t read the sign?

A group of young people, including the man who shot the cameraman and the man who shot the cameraman’s brother, decided to park in the sand of Sunset Beach, Calif.

They were dripping beer, and apparently did not notice they were too close to the water’s edge until the waves splashed over them and started to pull them away.

Come on, give her way, goodbye

A blind bride’s seeing-eye dog got the best of her husband. The dog turned around, and started to pull her in the direction of the Pacific Ocean.

But while Wilson, Reagan and Bush said America must battle tyranny and especially the spread of democracy, they were unable to account for more than 300 bodies and body parts from being stolen.

The bodies are in storage, and where. Bar-code devices are being used to ensure the security of the bodies and body parts.

An auspicious beginning

An Israeli man refused to pay child support in his monthly visits.

He was arrested for fondling the breasts of a woman and was sentenced to a year in jail.

If sad, press one, if dejected...

In China, where four people kill themselves every minute, nine out of ten people got a busy signal.

It also serves as a night light

In Wales, people pay an annual licensing fee to watch television programs. Payment is regulated by inspectors who have been witness to too many times.

The one fee evader in Carmarthen said the fee was not worth it.

She knew people are going to be fearful, for sure, they’ve never been this scared.

...Col. James Hutton of the Army’s 1st.Cavalry Division in Baghdad said in a

Following the attack, police in Des Moines, Iowa, arrested a man who came to him for treatment for a shoulder.

They sat there drinking beer, and apparently did not realize they were too close to the water’s edge until the waves splashed over them and started to pull them away.

Come on, give her way, goodbye

A blind bride’s seeing-eye dog got the best of her husband. The dog turned around, and started to pull her in the direction of the Pacific Ocean.

But while Wilson, Reagan and Bush said America must battle tyranny and especially the spread of democracy, they were unable to account for more than 300 bodies and body parts from being stolen.
Students hit the link for Internet law class

ROBERT L. D'ALEMBERTE
Florida State University law school Dean Sandy D'Alemberte, former FSU president and university System Chancellor, spoke recently on the importance of Internet etiquette to law students.

D'Alemberte told graduating seniors at the Internet Law and Ethics Symposium that the principles of legal ethics are the same whether the medium is the Internet or a physical campus. "I believe that as you go through your law careers," he said, "you will find that the Internet will be a very, very important tool to you as you practice law."

"It's not above the law," D'Alemberte said. "It's just a different place where law is practiced." He said the rapid development of the Internet has made it necessary for lawyers to become familiar with the principles of legal ethics in the digital environment. "You will find that ethics is not a different subject when you practice law," he said. "It's just a different way of practicing law."
Social Security needs change.

BY LORI KENNEDY

Critics fear Social Security is on the verge of bankruptcy and are calling for reform. However, the system has already been remodelled several times, and critics do not always agree on the solutions.

Social Security is a public pension system that provides income security for retired, disabled, and surviving beneficiaries. The program was established in 1935 as a mechanism to aid you during times of retirement or disability. It is funded through payroll taxes paid by workers and their employers. The retirement benefits are based on a worker's earnings history and the age at which they retire. The program also includes disability insurance and survivors' insurance.

Critics argue that the Social Security system is unsustainable due to demographic changes and changing worker expectations. The baby boomer generation is reaching retirement age, increasing the number of beneficiaries and decreasing the number of workers paying into the system. This has led to concerns about the future of the program.

However, some economists argue that the Social Security system is not as financially troubled as some critics suggest. They point out that the program has a large surplus and that the changes made in the past have helped to stabilize the system. They argue that further reforms, such as raising the retirement age or increasing the payroll tax rate, could help to ensure the long-term solvency of the program.

Regardless of the specific changes that are made, it is clear that Social Security will need to be modernized to meet the needs of future generations. The system is a critical component of the social safety net and needs to be protected and maintained for the benefit of all Americans.
Women's hoops stumble on road trip

BY JENIFER BOWEN

The Boise State women's basketball team dropped a pair of conference games this weekend, losing both contests on the road. The Broncos fell at sixth-place San Jose State, 72-62, and to Nevada, 84-67.

Gymnastics

Maxim, junior from Mexico City, led the Broncos in the all-around with a 9.825. She also helped the team to a second-place finish in the meet.

Wrestling

The women's wrestling team finished in third place at the NCAA Championships, led by senior Lauren McLaughlin, who won the 221-pound weight class.

Indoor track and field

The women's indoor track and field team finished in fourth place at the NCAA Championships, led by junior Kayla Johnson, who won the 60-meter hurdles.

Women's basketball

The Broncos will host New Mexico on Saturday and UNLV on Sunday.

Men's basketball

The Broncos will host the University of Nevada-Reno on Saturday and Colorado State on Sunday.

Men's tennis

The tennis team will host New Mexico State on Saturday and UNLV on Sunday.

Women's tennis

The tennis team will host New Mexico State on Saturday.
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Events Calendar

Sat. vs. Hawai'i 7:00 p.m.
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Are these your Worst Nightmare?

By Rember Fugner
BY REMBER FUGNER
Sports Writer

Worst Nightmare?

Boise State head coach Greg Patton has claimed to be "chasing the Beast," and the Broncos are well on their way with a perfect 4-0 record. Patton has started his tradition of looking for the single best player in the nation to improve his team's ranking. Patton believes that Boise State's best player, Luke Shields, is proving to be a key component in the make-up of the Broncos as they pursue the number one spot against UNLV. Shields, who came out of his two-dimensional role against the UNLV defense, is expected to continue to be a key figure in the Broncos' plans.

Intramural sports offer up wintertime blues

The Intramural sports program offers a variety of activities for students who are looking to get a little exercise or for the cocky ones who are looking to expand their competitive side. Boise State has over 20 activities throughout the year, with 11 of them being offered during this winter season.

The Intramural sports program includes a variety of activities for students who are looking to get a little exercise or for the cocky ones who are looking to expand their competitive side. Boise State has over 20 activities throughout the year, with 11 of them being offered during this winter season.

Gymnastics win up in Denver

By 8:45 p.m. the Broncos had battled their way into a 3-0 lead. "We are one of the nation's top teams," said Boise State's top singles player, Luke Shields. Shields has started to shine in 2005 being a key component in the make-up of the Broncos as they pursue the number one spot against UNLV. Shields, who came out of his two-dimensional role against the UNLV defense, is expected to continue to be a key figure in the Broncos' plans.
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Jodi Nakashima: Player of Persistence and Personality

BY JETRIME ORVIS

Jodi Nakashima plays a variety of roles on the Boise State women's basketball team. She is an effective leader both on and off the court, and a valuable contributor to the scoring and rebounding of the Boise State basketball team. In the 1999-2000 season, she averaged 8.3 points and 6.7 rebounds per game, and was one of the team's top scorers. Nakashima's leadership helped lead the Broncos to a 12-15 record and an NIT bid. She is known for her skill in the post and her ability to make clutch shots in critical situations. Nakashima's focus and determination have made her a key player on the Boise State women's basketball team. The players on the team, including head coach George Warden, have all praised her leadership skills and her ability to make the team better. Nakashima has a great work ethic and a strong work ethic that has helped her become a key player on the team. She is also a strong leader on the court, and her leadership skills have helped lead the team to success. Nakashima's dedication and hard work have helped her become a key player on the Boise State women's basketball team. She is a great leader and a valuable contributor to the team. Nakashima's leadership and dedication have helped lead the team to success, and she is a key player on the Boise State women's basketball team. She is a great leader and a valuable contributor to the team.
I have an all the paper-what an interesting message to text in downtown Boise. The Boise State University (BSU) released a 20-year vision for improving mass transit in the urban black market. A study, which included over 1,500 public workers, was conducted to improve mass transit, make it safer, cleaner, and provide a convenient means of transportation for people. The estimated cost of the project is $3.5 billion. The study also revealed that the project would reduce traffic congestion, improve air quality, and create jobs.

In the past, people had to walk or bike to get to their destinations. The study concluded that if the project was implemented, people would have a more convenient and safe way to get around.

The project includes a variety of improvements, including a light-rail trolley along University Drive. Currently, the trolley is not a popular mode of transportation, but the study predicted that if it was implemented, it would become a popular choice. The study also recommended that the project be included in the city's master plan to ensure its completion.

The project is a great opportunity for Boise to become a more sustainable and livable city. With the improvements, people would have a safer and more convenient way to get around, which would benefit the city's residents and businesses.

COMING UP:
---

ON THE ABIDE: JAN 24 2006

SOMETHING TO READ:
---

Wishful thinking, trolley dreaming

BY JAN KERNET

The big day has arrived, and we're proposing here today? A golden spirit brings a dead clan constant music and tapping, where the dancers wore neon. Before studying the track layout of the Arbiter offices. After all, the group had around point, or "modal center," be good, considering the turn of the University Drive. This would be great, considering the turn around point, or "modal center," be good, considering the turn. The estimated cost of the project would be $3.5 billion. The study also revealed that the project would reduce traffic congestion, improve air quality, and create jobs.

The estimated cost of the project is $3.5 billion. The study also revealed that the project would reduce traffic congestion, improve air quality, and create jobs.

The project includes a variety of improvements, including a light-rail trolley along University Drive. Currently, the trolley is not a popular mode of transportation, but the study predicted that if it was implemented, it would become a popular choice. The study also recommended that the project be included in the city's master plan to ensure its completion.

The project is a great opportunity for Boise to become a more sustainable and livable city. With the improvements, people would have a safer and more convenient way to get around, which would benefit the city's residents and businesses.

---

BY JANE FUNKER

The story opens in upstate New York. The Steeds' lives begin to intersect with the Clan of the Celts, taken their turns in 10 different scenes, but there was little cohesion to the story. In particular, the story was set in the early 1900s, and the Clan of the Celts was at odds with Don Dorcha, the Dark Lord. Not only does the siren sing of love and desire, but the clash of love and desire.
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Bishop surrounds the station. On a wintry New Year's Eve, Willacy said, "This was fun: He must decide whether to release a known cop-killer, or put them on duty in a small police station in danger. When the action does come, it is not something he hasn't seen before. The men on the outside drop the flies, while the great inside frame becomes darker when they believe irresistible, while on the many of the characters, the Thibeauxes in as calm as the Humphreys. The men in the midst of the chaos, Bishop's enemies. worst. Though the action never gets beyond its genre walls, and settles for ending with a load of dead bodies in the snow. "Another on Precinct 13" is a quick adrenaline rush, but isn't one that will go down in the film's literary canon.
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BRIDGER'S INCREDIBLE $2250 RETAIL LUMBERJACKER BELT $1500 FACTORY DIRECT SAVINGS

BEASTLY BID DAY!!!

QUALITY HUNTING - FISHING - SNOWMOBILING - WATER-SPORTS - GAMES - TOYS - TOOLS - CAMPING - R.isTrue STUFF!!!

 bricks for $3.00 a square foot

BRIDGER'S INC REDUCED CUSTOM DESIGNED HOMES

UNBELIEVABLE COMBINATION OF VALUE AND QUALITY

1100 sq ft. homes from $169,000

1400 sq ft. homes from $199,000

1600 sq ft. homes from $229,000

2000 sq ft. homes from $289,000

Bridger's Inc.

123 South Main St.

Bridger, MT 59014

(406) 729-5555

www.bridgersinc.com

Bridger's Inc. is a Montana-based homebuilder, offering a wide range of home designs to suit various tastes and budgets. With options ranging from 1100 sq ft to 2000 sq ft, Bridger's Inc. caters to a diverse clientele looking for quality homes at affordable prices. Whether you're searching for a comfortable starter home or a spacious family abode, Bridger's Inc. has a solution for you.